
“We live in an ocean of judgment—"you’re not famous enough, you’re not smart enough, you’re not thin enough." The weight of 
these appraisals, from others and from ourselves, can prevent us from looking at the world like a child might, as a place of wonder 
and new possibilities. This, in turn, keeps us from accessing the state of mind that stands at the root of creativity: playfulness.” 
How Thinking Like a Kid Can Spur Creativity (Time, 2016) 

Stimulating original and outside-the-box ideas often requires breaking through your embedded layers of self-
doubt, ego and risk-aversion; moving away from thinking like an adult and towards thinking more like a child. 
This three-part lateral-thinking exercise is designed to instigate this childlike transition towards cognitive 
playfulness. You’ll want a stack of post-it notes or index cards and a marker for best results in this exercise. 

Part 1 
• Select a lateral thinking question from the Bleeker inventory of questions.  
• Set a timer for two minutes and then generate as many answers to the selected question as possible before the 

timer goes off.  
• The goal is to generate as many answers as possible, only one answer per post-it note / index card. 

• After two minutes are up, spend five minutes spreading out the notes / cards on a desk, clustering the notes 
around themes that you might recognize. 

Part 2 
• Select a second lateral thinking question from the Bleeker inventory of questions. 
• Spend another two-minute period generating written answers to the selected question.  
• After two minutes are up, spend five minutes spreading out the notes / cards on a different desk (or on the 

wall / floor), clustering the notes around themes that you might recognize. 

Part 3 
• Spend ten minutes identifying interesting patterns and themes between the two sets of clusters, rearranging 

around the newly found themes.
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